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**NAME** Bu3SnTAAGDAB
**EXPNO** 11
**PROCNO** 1
**Date** 20130827
**Time** 15.12
**INSTRUM** av600
**PROBHD** 5 mm PABBO RR-
**PULPROG** zgpg30
**TD** 32768
**SOLVENT** CDCl3
**NS** 2000
**SW** 4
**SWH** 36231.883 Hz
**AQ** 0.4522484 sec
**RG** 20642.5
**DN** 13.800 usec
**DE** 6.50 usec
**TE** 297.9 K
**SI** 65536
**SF** 150.9028090 MHz

**NUC1** 13C
**P1** 9.19 usec
**PL1** 0.80 dB
**PL1W** 65.45558787 W
**SFO1** 150.9139844 MHz

**NUC2** 1H
**PCPD2** 70.00 usec
**PL2** -0.70 dB
**PL12** 13.50 dB
**PL13** 20.00 dB
**PL12W** 8.85362720 W
**PL13W** 0.33660555 W
**SF02** 600.1331573 MHz
**SI** 65536
**SF** 150.9028090 MHz
**WD** 170 160 150 140 130 120 110 100 90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 10 ppm
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